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MONTH AT GLANCE
During the month of July, the Neighborhood Coyote

Program continued to document reports and share

relevant information to residents who reported coyote

activity in their neighborhoods. 

This month, we’d like to share some fun facts about

coyotes! Did you know that coyotes have lived in LA county

for several years? Coyotes can be identified by their long

snout, bushy tail, and pointy ears. Adults weigh an average

of ~25lbs. Coyotes tend to stay in areas where they can

easily find food, water, and shelter, so it’s important to not

leave any food/water bowls outdoors. Coyotes are

omnivores, and their diet varies from fruits and vegetables

found in residents’ yards to rodents and small mammals.

REPORT TOTALS

1

NUMBER OF REPORTSLEVEL LEVEL DESCRIPTION

2

3

4

5

0
Coyote heard and/or seen; Coyote resting in public 
space

0

0

0

0

Coyote seen resting in public area with humans 
present; Coyote entered yard or home with or 
without pets present

Coyote entered yard and injured or killed 
unattended or attended pets; Coyote bit or injured 
an unattended pet/pet on a leash; Coyote 
aggressively followed or approached you with your 
pet

Coyote aggressively followed or approached you 
without your pet

Coyote bit or injured a human

Overall, there were 0 reports for the City of Covina. 
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The Neighborhood Coyote Program serves as an avenue to address, educate, and
report coyote interactions as well as safety issues caused by coyotes within the San
Gabriel Valley. Through education and resourcing, we want to ensure the safety of
residents and  pets. The Neighborhood Coyote Program provides various
methods  to report  coyote encounters as well as tips and information to promote
coyote safety.   

The Neighborhood Coyote Program provides various methods  to report  coyote
encounters as well as tips and information to promote coyote safety. The
Neighborhood Coyote Program provides the following services:

 
 

Hotline Access
  

Reporting Tools
 

Referrals to Resources
 

Pet Safety Planning
  

Crisis Intervention
    

Workshops and Training
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NEIGHBORHOOD COYOTE PROGRAM

FOLLOW US
@SGVCOGCoyotes

@SGVCOGCOYOTES

FACEBOOK.COM/
SGVCOG
NEIGHBORHOODCOYOTE

(626) 278-8039
 

https://www.sgvcog.org/coyotes
 

 coyotes@sgvcog.org
 
 

CONTACT US
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